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About This Game

The whole city of Novosibirsk is mired in corruption and the sale of drugs. The main character was looking for work. He came
from the small town of Kiselevsk and began to look for work on ads on Avito. He was offered to come for an interview and
discuss work. When the protagonist Kama Bullet came to the company "Mix & Sol" He was offered to sell drugs to children.

Kama Bullet could no longer tolerate this outrage and decided to smash the whole office.

Help the main character Kame Poole to figure this out. Take on the role of fighter equipment "TAA-SHAA." But note that one
wrong blow or step will lead to irreversible death.

Features:
-Realistic graphics

-Best Gameplay
-Great music

-Difficulty passing
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This game plays like the trailer once you get to the max level of your character. You have to kill about 8 guys before you get that
over powerness. But those 8 guys are gona drive you insane. I find it best to beat them with wall glitching\/ path finding glitches.
This is a terrible but fun game, it's like a friend betting that you couldn't walk around a whole day with an egg on a spoon. It's
just frustrating and tedious, but eventually when you get to the end of the day, you get to gloat to your friend, "I did it
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!". Thats what getting the one button super ko's feels like when at the start you're
struggling to fight one guy and at the end you just press 1 button and your character unleashses scripted NEO-esques moves on a
crowd of enemies.. My opinion on this game is probably not the same as other's, as I got it with a steam key pack, so I probably
am not as annoyed as others. This game is bad, like, really really REALLY bad. Its all in russian with no subtitles, and no
instructions, and the title screen has 3 buttons yet somehow manages to be confusing. The window opens weirdly, and the
physics randomly screws itself. You get dropped into the game with literally no instructions, and you don't know how to play the
damn game. You will die many times to the first guy. The game is really difficult, and in the unfair, annoying way.

This game is god-awful, yet theres something I find amusing about this crappy, buggy, inexplicable russian beat-em-up that is
probably part of some money laundering scheme. If you want a bad experience that is ultimately slightly entertaining, but an
objectively bad game, then go ahead! But seriously don't waste 7 bucks on this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. when i
die the game just freeze, when i access the settings, the screen goes darker and darker the more i press on the setting menu, and
im geeting 3 shot killed this game is a 1\/10 notin more. It's a challenging game for sure, but the game looks fun and somewhat
plays fine if you take it for what it is. I bought this game with the 66% off coupon thankfully donated to me by another Steam
user

Cons:
*No Gamepad support whatsoever.
*No English audio dialogue. The audio dialogue is in Russian.
*No English subtitles.

Bugs:
When one hits ESC in the middle of the gameplay they can't resume back to the game again and the same thing happens when
one accidentally hits TAB.

That's what I found out in the short periode of time while playing.

50\/50 as for now. Fix the mentioned things and I'll revisit this review.. Okay, so I am not sure if the build that they made the
demo video of and the build they released are the same....cause the game I played was nothing like that video! I got
WRECKED! I think that it could be a fun game, though it is a bit frustrating due to the controls. Check out the video I made,
towards the end is my death compilation of just me dying again and again. I also decided to give them a back story in the
process, enjoy. 6\/10

https:\/\/youtu.be\/VGH9eY-ceck
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Everytime you either hit the escape or tab button you basically have to restart the game because your screen keeps getting darker
until you hit the blackscreen and you cant close the menue. If you want to learn the russian language, you\u00b4ve come to the
right place since this game is only in russian. It tells you nothing about controls, so you gotta find out how to switch weapons etc.
the hard way. 10\/10. Would buy again.
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